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the forties against superstition and sacrifices they could
deal the death-blow to paganism, but paganism was not pre-
pared to throw down its arms. Julian galvanizes it into new
vigour: he turns to his own purposes the indignation aroused
by the breakers of idols, by unlettered monks, by pamph-
leteers who in their hatred hurled their insults against the
gods of Homer. But he did a disservice to the cause of
humanism in claiming to exclude from the literary and
artistic heritage of Hellas—and even from culture itself—
those Christians of goodwill who had been trained at the
great seats of learning of the Empire and who did not reject
civilization along with paganism. From this time the
moderates sought for a compromise which might preserve
that which was of essential value, while amongst the Chris-
tians, weary of dogmatic disputes of which the reaction under
Julian had proved the danger, there was an effort to recon-
cile the Christian faith of the West, attached by a primary
anxiety for unity to the formula of the Homoousion, with the
more subtle doctrine of the Orientals.
The peacemakers, the saviours of civilization, of the faith,
and of the Empire, were the Cappadocians, Gregory of
Nazianzus and Basil of Caesarea, men who had been brought
up on the classics, themselves just as much rhetoricians and
'sophists' as they were theologians. Their work has a twofold
aspect. On the one hand, they establish a new orthodoxy;
while accepting the Homoousion they interpret that formula
afresh, restoring the Logos theology. They admit in the
Godhead, like the strict Nicenes, only one substance—a
single ousia^ but they distinguish three hyfostases—three
persons. They thus prepare the way for the return to Nicene
orthodoxy of the moderate Arians, who had been startled by
the excesses of Constantius and above all of Valens. On the
other hand, by the literary charm of their writings which
observed the canons of the schools and could be admired by
a cultivated public they reconciled Christianity and Hellen-
ism. By refounding, or rather by founding, religious unity
on the basis of formulas which were not merely diplomatic,
the great Cappadocians and their Latin disciples and allies,
like St. Ambrose, once more assured, at the critical moment
when the two Empires were finally taking their separate

